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”Fully Mature in Christ?”
• Telos: End, conclusion, close, goal.

• Teleioō: Finish, bring to an end, 
complete, carry out, accomplish.
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At Baptism you were Renewed?
1. Power of Sin was Broken.
2. Debt of Sin was Cancelled.
3. The gift of the Holy Spirit was given.
4. Enabled to become the Image.
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THIS IS MY LIFE (Teenage Girl)

Friends of Parents: You are going to 
break a lot of hearts.

Friends: You are pretty, now keep quiet.

Boys: Why is that potato looking at me?

THIS IS MY LIFE (Teenage Girl)







I will NEVER 
get there!!!!







Hey Beautiful!





MIRROR



‘He that is taught only by 
himself, has a fool for a 

master.’ - Ben Jonson
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Encourage = Parakaleō
• To Call to one’s side …
• To Appeal to …
• To Urge …
• To Exhort …
• To Implore …
• To Invite …  
• To Request …
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Ecclesiastes 4:9–12  Two are better than
one, because they have a good
return for their labor: If either of them
falls down, one can help the other up. 
But pity anyone who falls and has no
one to help them up.
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Why everyone in an HDR?
1. Supposed to be Heading Somewhere.
2. Our Hearts are Deceitful.
3. Avoid a Hardening of Heart.
4. Need a Partnership & Connection.
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